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BINC is the world's first food & beverage based club, where membership 
is purchased as a Non-Fungible-Token (NFT) on the blockchain and 

aiming to provide members a social experience in businesses.

What is BINC (Bosporus Inspiration NFT Club) ?

BINC NFTs can only be obtained with a whitelist and reference system

 Every new member who owns a BINC NFT through a whitelist can 
immediately take advantage of the benefits

 Members who obtain their BINC NFT by market or wallet to wallet 
transfer can only benefit from the advantages after 60 days have passed.


Who can benefit?
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The team that has been producing e-commerce, communication/telecom and 
value-added services for more than 20 years is behind the BINC project. This team 

came together under Digital Operation Services and implemented its first product, 
Siparişim+, for the food and beverage industry, in partnership with Turkcell.



* Siparişim+ application will be launched in the 3rd quarter of 2022 and BINC 
members will have the opportunity to experience it for the first time.

Who We Are?

We see NFTs as one of the revolutionary technologies of the near future. We 
wanted to present this technology to pioneers who enjoy life, who want to feel 

special in businesses with their experience, and who are enthusiastic about using 
new technologies. And so, BINC emerged with such motivation.

Our Motivation
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Mind Map

Collection

 111 pieces are reserved for the team and will be 
distributed by airdrop

 99 pieces will be distributed by airdrop under the 
name of STAR series specially designed for 
influencers in the f&b industry

 999 pieces will be airdropped under the name of 
FAN series to Siparişim+ members, who are fans of 
the businesses they love and contribute to their 
business experience in Siparişim+

 33 pieces of “Gold Chef” series pieces with high 
rarity value will be randomly distributed with mint. 
Gold series members will receive a special BINC 
Gold Card and various gifts

 999 “Sense & Dealer” Series will be distributed to 
businesses that contribute to the ecosystem and 
they will be provided with this experience

 50% of the remaining pieces will be opened for 
minting only with the whitelist and reference 
system

 The last remaining pieces will be opened to general 
minting with the international opening.

Vision

 With the power of Web3 culture, we are against 
anything that is monotonous. Siparişim+ project will 
be the biggest indicator of this resistance. We are 
the visionaries of the digital world, which is 
increasingly blurred under the bombardment of the 
consumption frenzy in real life

 The new world will be built on the construction of 
community-oriented management and thinking. 
Those who do not internalize this will be lost in the 
cycle of carrying products in courier and cargo. In 
our philosophy, the community is priority. Our team 
is creative and agile. Instead of following and 
copying trends, we choose to create new ones. All 
our projects are original and ahead of everyday 
thoughts.

Goal

 To create a global utility NFT project that will 
contribute to the NFT ecosystem. Increasing the 
awareness of businesses on new technologies with 
BINC on a global scale.
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Mind Map

Community

Our community is always ready 
for any kind of support. We 
have a team ready to grow the 
community with all kinds of 
technical and contextual 
support for Siparişim+ and 
BINC. We consider the 
community a priority in our 
work and advance our creative 
process accordingly.


Technology

Thanks to its extraordinary 
technology, the BINC team 
brings blockchain technology to 
our real life by building a bridge 
between the digital and the 
physical world. In businesses 
and many digital points, you can 
easily start enjoying the 
benefits with the BINC 
application connected to your 
wallet.


Metaverse

The creative BINC team is also 
gearing up for the upcoming 
Metaverse revolution. We are 
planning a technology that will 
examine the companions in 
your home and carry them to 
the metaverse with their 
characteristic features. In this 
way, you will not be alone in 
advanced virtual worlds such as 
Horizon World.

Art

Every creative team is also an 
artist in another way. The code 
we write and our cat, which is 
the BINC character, is a work of 
art. That's why we added them 
to our roadmap, which is part of 
our vision for the future. We will 
bring together the images and 
sounds of cats in Istanbul and 
create a personalized digital 
artwork.

Business Partnership

 Our club is in cooperation with many brands and restaurants in the real 
world. These collaborations will be announced on our community page, 
discord channel and app. In business partnerships, we give priority to new 
and entertaining businesses that will appeal to our community.
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GM To those preparing for the upcoming renaissance,


Always ask for privileged service for yourself,


Protect and contribute to the community,


Embrace the creative ecosystem,


Love cats and understand them,


Share your experiences,


Think outside the box and experience products from creators who think the same way.


Manifest
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Roadmap

First Phase

 Launch: NFT Summit Istanbu
 Whitelist Registration: For those 

who complete the event at NFT 
Summit Istanbul

 Siparişim+ integratio
 Establishing a business network 

of more than 10 Member Clubs 
in Istanbul.

Third Phase

 BINC Gam
 Cats Lover App

Second Phase

 Special “Tasting Experience” 
days

 “Business Experiences” with 
influencer collaborations

 Discover Community Ap
 Cats of Istanbul Digital Ma
 Whitelist Min
 Public Sale

Fourth Phase

 Global Visio
 Partnership with DOP 

Innovation Cente
 My Cat in Meta



BINC Community

twitter.com/BosInsNFTClub

discord.com/invite/Bpw7vXsz32

bosporusinspirationnft.club

http://twitter.com/BosInsNFTClub
http://discord.com/invite/Bpw7vXsz32
http://bosporusinspirationnft.club

